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S 184th AAS MEETING MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 965 
63.02 
ROSAT Observations of the Gravitationally Lensed System 0957+561 
G. Chartas, E. Falco, W. Forman, C. lones, R Schild, I. Shapiro (SAO) 
Einstein and ROSAT observations of Q0957+561 indicate that X-ray varia-
tions of the Iluxes of images A and B do not follow those in the optical band. 
Accounting for a 15 year difference in the signal propagation time for the two 
images, we find the X-ray Ilux ratio to be 2.2 ± 0.3 in 1991 - 1992 which differs 
significantly from the corresponding"phased" values of 0.75 for the radio and 
broadllne region emission and 1.05 for the optical continuum. This observed 
wavelength dependence of the phased Ilux ratios may imply that one or both 
images are being microlensed by stars or clumps of dark matter. This scenario 
is consistent with the pattern of the differences in emission radii in these wave-
le~ bands, as determined from variability arguments. However it is also 
possible that the adopted time delay of 1.5 years is not correct. Large X-ray 
variations that might occur on the timescale of the error of the time delay may 
significantly affect the phased Ilux ratios. By taking advantage of the magnifica-
tion of the quasar images and of the quasar environment we detected a possibly 
thermal emission component in the ROSATPSPC spectrum of 0957+561 with 
an estimated temperature of about 0.4 ke V and a flux of about 5 x 10-13 ergs 
sec-I cm-2. This component may corresponds to the arc like structure that is 
spatially resolved in the Einstein HRI observation of 0957+561 and that may 
originate from a cooling Ilow centered at about 7 kpc from the quasar. From 
the measured bound on the ionization state, NHIJNH(intrinsic) > 0.07 (30"), 
we computed an upper bound on the spatial extent of the damped Lyman-a 
absorber of 30 lISol kpc. We placed as a lower bound on the spatial extent of the 
m cloud,the comoving linear separation of 0.2 lISd kpc between light beams A 
and B at the redshift of the absorber. 
63.03 
, Batch Discovery of Six High-Redshifl Supernovae: 
Developing a New Thol for Cosmology 
S.Perlmutter, C.Peunypacker, G.Goldhaber, S.Gabi, A.Goobar, B.Grossan, 
A.Kim, M.Kim, RPain, I.Small (LBUCtI'AlSSL, Berkeley), RMcMahon 
(loA), P.Bunclark, M.Irwin (RGO), M.Postman, W.Oegerle (STScl), TJ..auer 
(NOAO), l.Hoessel (U.Wisconsin) 
With our recent discovery of six supernovae, we have shown that batches 
of pre-maximum high-redshift supernovae can now be scheduled for discovery 
just before a chosen new moon. This makes it possible to study statistically 
significant samples of supernovae with scheduled photometry and spectroscopy 
as they brighten and then fade. We have developed this search technique in 
order to study populations of supernovae (mostly type Ia) at distances large 
enough to be useful in measuring the cosmological deceleration parameter. As 
we learn about their homogeneity and any evolutionary differences from nearby 
supernovae, we are developing a new observational tool for cosmology. 
We will report on the search technique that we have developed, which we 
used this past winter in coordinated telescope time at the Isaac Newton 25m 
and the KPNO 4m telescopes. In approximately six nights total of useful data, 
we discovered six supernovae at redshifts between z = 0.2 and 0.5. The rate 
of discovery is consistent with our initial estimates for distant Type Ia super-
nova rates. Every supernova discovered was followed through its lightcurve 
with photometry, and most with spectroscopy of the supernova and/or its host 
galaxy. We will show preliminary results, including spectra, and discuss the 
identification of supernova type and the use of these supernovae for cosmolog-
ical measurements. 
63.04 
Mlcrolensing events of the LMC are better explained by stars in the LMC 
than by MACHOs 
Kailash C. Sahu (lAC) 
It is shown here that, for observations within the bar of the LMC, the prob-
ability of microlensing being caused by a star within the LMC is about 5 x 
10-8• Outside of the bar, the probability of a microlensing being caused by a 
star in the LMC is about 2 orders of magnitude lower. The event detected by 
Alcock et al. (Nature, 1993,365,621) is well within the bar and its probability 
is consistent with being caused by an object within the LMC. 
It is further shown that, under certain conditions, the light curve of an event 
caused by a star within the LMC would be different near the peak of the light 
curve from the one caused by a MACHO. This is exactly what is observed in 
the event detected by Alcock et al. The fit discrepancy near the peak which 
the authors say "is not yet understood" would be a natural consequence if the 
event is caused by an object within the LMC, providing clear evidence that the 
microlensing is caused by a low mass star within the LMC itself. 
Out of the two events detected by Auberg et al. (Nature, 1993, 365, 623), 
one is at the edge of the bar, and hence the probability may be close to the 
observed one. Further work:, with the surface photometry carried out in this 
region, is warranted. The other one Is far from the bar, and if this is genuine 
microlensing, it cannot be due to an object within the LMC. However, the fact 
that this event shows some indication of colour change, albeit with low 0", is 
worrying and if true, would suggest that this may not be genuine microlensing. 
Further observations, particularly spectroscopic observations to determine the 
nature of this star, would be of great interest 
The possible cause as to why the microlensing time scales are of the order of 
a month in all the observed events are discussed. 
63.05 
A New Strategy To Observe MACHOs. 
A. Drukier (GMU), R Nemiroff, L. Ozernoy (GMU and NASAlGSFC) 
Massive Compact Halo Objects (MACHOs) might comprise dark galactic 
halos, including that of our Galaxy. When a MACHO passes in front of a 
background star, it reveals itself through gravitational lensing, which results in 
an amplification of the star's light producing a unique, color independent light 
curve. Recent surveys using stars in the LMC and in the bulge of the Galaxy 
have indicated several candidate MACHO events. 
We suggest a new strategy for the observations: when a ground based obser-
vatory picks up a light curve indicative of a MACHO event, the Hubble Space 
Thlescope (HST) triggers into action and records a complementary light curve. 
A comparison of two light curves could show a difference due to the orbital 
velocIty (8 kmIsec) difference. This additional velocIty, which corresponds to 
about 5 percent of the typical MACHO velocity, could help better determine the 
true velocity of the lensing object and may help facilitate the determination of 
the true mass of the MACHO. 
The presence of a second, moving telescope is most discriminating when the 
duration of the event is small due to a small (or fast) lens, e.g. takes place all in 
one night. The light curve must be sampled many times during the event Adif-
ferent observer velocIty will lead to different relative positions over a sequence 
of time frames in the lensing event, which can result in different measured light 
curves for each observer. In this case, there is additional information in the 
two light curves which may yield a better estimate of relative lens velocity. 
However, the photometry would have to be good enough to see this effect. The 
relative difference in magnitudes may be large enough for large magnification 
events. 
The longer the baseline between the space-based and terrestrial observers, the 
larger the difference in the light curves will be. Thus, the velocity information 
would be more easily discerned from the light curves measured by missions both 




N. R Simon (University of Nebraska), S. M. Kanbur (University of Glasgow) 
The controversy over the value of HO may soon be settled when the refur-
bished Hubble Thlescope looks at Cepheids in galaxies as distant as the Virgo 
cluster. Unfortunately, the bright, long-period Cepheids which will be most easy 
to observe at great distance have not been subject to very extensive thoeretical 
study. In the present investigation, we build hydrodynamic pulsation models for 
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Cepheids with P > 13d and compare them with observed stars, particularly by 
the technique of Fourier decomposition. ,The strengths and weaknesses of the. 
models are assessed and their implications for the Cepheid period- luminosity 
relation discussed. 
63.07 
Destruction of Deuterium and NueleochosmOS4!hronology 
Sean Thomas Scully, Keith A. Olive (School ofPbysics and Astronomy, Uni-
versity of Minnesota) 
One of the successes of the standard big bang model is its ability to reproduce 
the observed abundances of the light elements, particularly 4 H e and 7 Li. The 
abundance of D, however, is much harder to test observationally since D is 
destroyed in stars. We can search for galactic chemical evolution models which 
reproduce the present-day and pre-solar values of D starting with a primordial 
value which is consistent with a baryon-to-photon ratio of 3 x 10-10• We 
consider galactic chemical evolution models to test for the destruction of D 
which constrain the age of the galaxy at the time of the formation of the solar 
system and consequently its present day age from nucleochronometers. We 
consider models with exponential star star formation rates and star formation 
rates proportional to powers of the gas mass. We include infall in our models 
of rates proportional to the gas mass and exponentially decreasing rates. We 
consider initial disk enrichment in the range of O%to 30%. We present those 
models which give the observed pre-solar value and present-day value which 
lead to a present-day gas fraction of 17 ~ .1 .2. 
Session 64: Low Luminosity AGNs and Active Galaxies 
Oral Session, 10:00-11:30 am 
Salon C 
64.01 
FOS spectroscopy of Several Clouds in the NLR of NGC 4151 
Z.1. Tsvetanov, GA. Kriss (JHU), I.N. Evans (S1'SeI), H.C. Ford (JHU) 
We present <Y!3 aperture spectroscopy of the nucleus and some of the emission-
line clouds in the inner I" of the Narrow Line Region of the classical Seyfert 
galaxy NGC 4151. The observations were obtained with the Faint Object 
Spectrograph prior to the HST servicing mission. ' 
Very smaIl velocity differences of all but one of the individual clouds and 
the nucleus are consistent with the NLR being very close to the plane of the 
sky, and the sense of roUnion is in agreement with previous observations. In 
the off-nuclear spectra we do not see direct evidence for broad lines or nuclear 
continuum scattered into our line of sight, but properties of the pre-COSTAR 
PSF do not allow us to put very strict limits. 
All clouds show high excitation spectra which are consistent with illumination 
by ahard AGN continuum. Our wide wavelength coverage allows us to estimate 
the ionizing parameter from different line ratios, which is of order ~0.01 with 
very little spread. This combined with the high measured density of individual 
clouds (~1000 cm-3) leads to an estimate of the number of ionizing photons 
seen by the clouds. This number i$ 1.5-2 orders of magnitude lower than 
previous ground-based estimates and eliminates the so-called 'photon deficit' 
in the case of NGC 4151. 
This work is supported by NASA grant NAS 5-1630 to the FOS team. 
64.02 
HST Narrow Band Images of the Ionized Gas in the Nucleus of M87 
H.C. Ford, Z.I. Tsvetanov, GA. Kriss (JHU), R. Harms, L. Dressel (ARC) 
We present HST Wrow-band Ha + [N OJ WFPC2 observations ofM87. The 
ionized gas in the nucleus shows surprising morphological structure which we 
relate to the central engine and to the direction of the jet. 
This work is supported by NASA grant NAS 5-1630 to the FOS team. 
64.03 
A Black Hole in the Nucleus ofM31? 
Y.C.Pei, Z.Tsvetanov, H.C.Ford, GA. Kriss, & L.Ferrarese (JHU) 
We present HST (pre-costar) observations of the inner nucleus of M31: V 
and Ha band images from the Planetary Camera, and rotational. velocity and 
velocity dispersion measurements from Faint Object Spectrograph spectra. Both 
raw and deconvolved images show a double-peaked structure, with a separation 
of 0.49 ± 0.02 arcsec. Our analyses based on the deconvolved images indicate 
that the bright peak follows a King profile with C R! 0.5, while the faint peak 
follows a r -7/4 power law profile, resembling the density cusp of an embedded 
black hole. The kinematic data show rapid rotation velocities up to 140 kin 
S-I and large velocity dispersions up to 380 kin S-I. The maximum velocity 
dispersion occurs roughly at the location of the faint peak. This, combined 
with the power law density cusp, indicate that the faint peak is very likely to 
be the site hosting a black hole of few x loti Me. The exact nature of the 
bright companion is still unknown, although it could be the stripped nucleus of 
a dwarf galaxy captured recently. The rapid rotation may be accounted for by 
the fast spin of a binary system, consisting of the nuclear black hole and bright 
companion. 
64.04 
Water Masers and Evidence of a Circumnuclear Disk in NGC 4258? 
Lol.Greenhill, I.M.Moran, Mol.Reid (Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astro-
physics), R.Doliang (Shanghai Observatory), K.Y.Lo (University of illinois), 
Mol.Claussen (NRAO) 
We present the first VLBI synthesis map of the luminous H20 maser in the 
nucleus of NGC 4258, for epoch 1984.77. The maser spectral features were 
distributed on an East-West arc in the sky, subtending about 250 microarcsec-
onds (JLas) in angle (2.6 x 1016 cm). The distribution was not resolved in the 
North-South direction (<:: 500JLas). The Doppler velocity of the maser emis-
sion changes with position along the arc with an essentially constant gradient of 
0.0391 ± 0.0002 kin S-I AU-I. The most redshifted emission lie farthest to the 
East for these observations. This source is at least an order of magnitude more 
compact than the other extremely luminous extragalactic H20 maser that has 
been mapped with VLBI techniques (i.e., NGC 3079). If the angular distribu-
tion of the maser emission traces an underlying gravitationally bound rotating 
disk then the observed range of velocities and angular extent imply an enclosed 
mass of ~ 700 Me. 
The extraordinary luminosity of the maser is not consistent with what is seen 
in regions of star formation within our galaxy. We suggest that the H20 maser 
emission from the nucleus NGC 4258 may originate in a circumnuclear molec-
ular "ring," stimulated by a background, high brightness temperature radio 
continuum source known to exist in the nucleus or by H20 maser emission from 
the back side of the circumnuclear ring. The VLBI observations reported here 
provide important clues and constraints on the proposed model. High velocity 
H20 maser emission (±800 kID S-I) has recently been discovered in this galaxy. 
VLBI observations (Nakai et al.) show that these are spatially coincident with 
the low velocity components to within about 2 pc. 
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